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Genre: Variety/Talk Show 

 

 

Logline: The Brain Truth with Allison Jordan Show  

 

'The Brain Truth with Allison Jordan Show' will 

redefine the talk show experience. Laugh, eat, dance, 

and learn with Allison and her Brain Gang; a team of 

Brain Health Experts, as they explore the mind, body, 

and soul connection, it's not just a talk show; it's an 

invitation to embrace the beauty of your brain." 
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Synopsis: In a world where brain health has long been stigmatized, enter Allison 

Jordan and co-creator Vick Lee, warriors on a mission to rewrite the narrative. 

With powerful tales of personal healing, they aim to inspire change. Allison, the 

vibrant host of the hit podcast, THE BRAIN TRUTH, beams into the hearts of 

millions every Tuesday at 7:30 pm CST, reaching over 117.8 million listeners on 

Apple Podcasts alone. 

Now, brace yourself for the next chapter— 'The Brain Truth with Allison Jordan 

Show.' A National Brain Health Influencer, Allison's reputation for compassion 

and authenticity precedes her. Millions witnessed her journey on Bravo's #1 reality 

show, The Real Housewives of Atlanta, igniting a viral storm on social media. 

From the ashes of her own battles with Brain illness and childhood trauma, Allison 

emerges as a beacon of hope. 

Fueling each episode with her personal experiences, Allison has crafted Brain-

Branded themes that promise not just entertainment but a transformative 

experience. And she's not alone on this journey. Enter the Brain Gang—a 

powerhouse ensemble of therapists, clinicians, healers, nutritionists, chefs, trainers, 

naturopaths, mindful coaches, medical wizards, and faith mentors. With 

personalities as big as their mission, they're set to facilitate the Brain themes, 

making every episode a dynamic exploration of Brain wellness. 

Get ready to break down barriers, laugh, learn, and heal with 'The Brain Truth with 

Allison Jordan Show.' This isn't just television; it's a movement, a celebration of 

resilience, and an invitation to join the revolution in Brain health awareness. 
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Here's how THE BRAIN TRUTH with ALLISON JORDAN TALK SHOW can 

assist: 

Education and Awareness: 

Provide accurate information about various Brain health conditions, symptoms, and treatment 

options to reduce stigma and increase awareness. 

Expert Insights: 

Invite Brain health professionals, psychologists, psychiatrists, and counselors to share their 

expertise and insights on specific conditions and effective coping mechanisms. 

Real-life Stories: 

Share personal stories from individuals who have faced Brain health challenges to humanize 

experiences and provide relatable narratives. 

Audience Engagement: 

Allow audience members to share their stories, ask questions, and engage in discussions to create 

a supportive community. 

Preventing Brain and Brain Health Illnesses: 

Promote Brain Wellness: 

Feature segments on maintaining Brain wellness through lifestyle choices, stress management, 

and resilience-building strategies. 

Interview Experts: 

Host experts in preventive Brain health, such as nutritionists, fitness trainers, and mindfulness 

practitioners, to discuss holistic approaches. 

Community Resources: 

Highlight local and online resources that promote Brain health, including support groups, 

educational programs, and preventive services. 

Celebrities as Advocates: 

Feature celebrities who have been advocates for Brain health to share their experiences and 

initiatives, contributing to the normalization of seeking help. 

Community Building: 

Create a sense of community by fostering open conversations, encouraging audience interaction, 

and promoting a supportive atmosphere. 

Regular Check-ins: 

Regularly check in with the audience, addressing common concerns, providing updates on Brain 

health news, and reinforcing the importance of ongoing Brain health care. 
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Brain Theme Segments: 3 EPISODE IDEAS for a few… 

 

THE BRAIN BIOLOGY: 

Prepare to dive deep into the incredible world of brain biology with our Brain 

Gang Psychiatrists! These aren't just any doctors; they're the rockstars of Brain 

health, armed with M.D. or D.O. credentials. Brace yourself as they embark on 

a thrilling mission to assess our Braingels, exploring the intricate dance 

between Brain and physical well-being. But wait, there's more—they're not 

just diagnosing; they're unleashing the power of Brain Health awareness, 

creating a ripple effect of overall wellness. Get ready for a wild ride into the 

very essence of what makes us tick! 

 
"Mind Matters: Unveiling the Brain's Symphony" 

Join our Brain Gang Psychiatrists as they orchestrate an episode dedicated to the fascinating 

symphony within our brains. From unraveling the complexities of neural rhythms to 

exploring the harmony between Brain and physical health, this episode promises a 

captivating journey into the core of our cognitive universe. Brace yourself for mind-blowing 

revelations and the secrets behind the brain's extraordinary dance. 

"Wellness Unleashed: The Brain Health Revolution" 

The Brain Gang takes center stage in a revolutionary episode aimed at unleashing the power 

of Brain Health awareness. Witness our rockstar Psychiatrists as they not only diagnose but 

ignite a movement toward total wellness. From debunking myths to providing actionable 

insights, this episode is a rallying cry for Braingels everywhere to join the Brain Health 

revolution. Get ready for a show that will leave you inspired, informed, and ready to 

transform your Brain landscape. 

"The Brain Explorer: Navigating the Mind-Body Maze" 

Embark on an exhilarating adventure with our Brain Gang Psychiatrists as they become the 

navigators of the mind-body maze. From the intricate neural pathways to the physical 

manifestations of Brain well-being, this episode is a thrilling exploration into the very 

essence of what makes us tick. Expect interactive demonstrations, mind-bending insights, 

and a roadmap to optimal brain health. It's not just a talk show; it's a journey into the 

uncharted territories of our own minds. 
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THE BRAIN TRUTH 

Step into the spotlight as our guests open up, sharing not just stories but a 

profound exploration of their personal odyssey through THE BRAIN TRUTH. 

This isn't just an experience; it's a transformative journey that promises 

riveting narratives, heart-touching revelations, and the enduring impact of 

facing the unfiltered reality of our minds. Join us for an episode that goes 

beyond the surface, delving deep into the hearts and minds of those brave 

enough to share their Brain Truth. 

 

"Breaking Chains: Liberation Stories from The Brain Truth" 

In this groundbreaking episode, guests liberate themselves from the shackles of their past, 

sharing stories of breaking free from Brain constraints. Witness the transformative power of 

The Brain Truth as individuals unveil narratives of liberation, resilience, and the 

unwavering strength it takes to break through the barriers of the mind. 

"Journey to Clarity: Navigating the Maze of Brain Wellness" 

Embark on a journey to Brain clarity as our guests navigate the intricate maze of Brain 

wellness. From tumultuous twists to enlightening turns, each story unfolds as a roadmap to 

understanding one's Brain landscape. Brace yourself for narratives that inspire, enlighten, 

and unravel the mysteries of the mind, offering a compass for others on their own journeys. 

"From Struggle to Strength: The Evolution of Resilience" 

Join us for an episode dedicated to exploring the evolution of resilience. Guests share their 

profound journeys, transforming personal struggles into wellsprings of strength. It's a 

celebration of the human spirit, showcasing the remarkable capacity of the mind to not only 

endure but flourish in the face of adversity. Get ready for stories that resonate, inspire, and 

redefine what it means to be resilient in the ever-evolving landscape of life. 
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THE BRAIN BIT 

Prepare uproarious episodes delving into the profound impact of laughter on 

brain health and overall wellness. Get ready to be entertained with a 

sidesplitting comedy routine presented by a household-name comedian. It's not 

just humor; it's a therapeutic journey through the funny bones, where laughter 

becomes the catalyst for a healthier, happier brain. Join us for an episode that 

proves a good laugh isn't just medicine—it's the secret sauce to a wellness 

revolution. 

 

"Laughter : The Unconventional Wellness Workout" 

Join us for a groundbreaking episode where laughter takes center stage as a form of 

exercise. A certified laughter instructor guides both the in-studio audience and viewers at 

home through a session that combines laughter, breathing exercises, and playful movement. 

Discover the unexpected physical and Brain benefits of this unique wellness workout, 

proving that a good laugh can be the best medicine for both body and mind. 

"The Comedy Roast: Healing Through Humor" 

In this unconventional episode, we turn the tables and invite our guests to share their own 

comedic roasts. Each participant, including our host and a surprise celebrity guest, takes a 

turn roasting themselves in a light-hearted yet revealing manner. Brace yourself for a night 

of self-deprecating humor, laughter, and unexpected insights into the art of embracing one's 

vulnerabilities for the sake of Brain well-being. 

"Interactive Comedy Improv: The Audience Takes the Stage" 

Get ready for a one-of-a-kind episode where the traditional comedy routine is turned upside 

down. Our featured comedian leads an interactive comedy improv session where both the 

in-studio audience and viewers at home actively participate. Through improvisational games 

and spontaneous laughter, discover how the collective joy of shared humor can create a 

sense of community, breaking down barriers and fostering a positive, inclusive space for 

Brain wellness. 

"Healing Hilarity: Laughter as the Best Medicine" 

In this enlightening episode, we unravel the science behind laughter. Join us for a journey 

into the brain's response to humor, featuring a sidesplitting comedy routine by a renowned 

comedian. From neurotransmitters to endorphin releases, discover the therapeutic power of 

laughter and its profound impact on brain health. Brace yourself for an episode that blends 

science, comedy, and the joyous path to a healthier mind. 
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THE BRAIN BEDAZZLE: The impact of Art Therapy on Brain 

Health and Wellness. Our Brain Gang Licensed professional Art 

Therapists will help our Braingels clinical use of Art to help improve 

Brain health. Art therapy can be used on children and adults to treat 

many emotional issues, including anxiety, depression, family and 

relationship problems, abuse and domestic violence, and trauma and 

loss. 

 

THE BRAIN BLOSSOM: COUPLES EXPERIENCE: The impact of 

therapy, faith, and love, intimacy on Brain healthy relationships. 

 

THE BRAIN BLISS: Our Brain Gang Faith Coaches are trained to 

help with the impact of prayer, faith, and meditation on Brain Health 

and Wellness. Our guests will discover Brain healing through beliefs 

and values. 

 

THE BRAIN BALANCE: Our Brain Gang Psychologists play a 

major role in the promotion of healthy behavior, preventing diseases 

and improving our Braingels' quality of life. They will assess the 

psychological problems and the behavioral dysfunctions resulting 

from or related to physical and Brain health. 

 

THE BRAIN BUFFET: Our Brain Gang Licensed Professional 

Dietitians and nutritionists counsel our Braingels on nutrition issues 

and healthy eating habits and promote health and manage diseases. 
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 THE BRAIN BALLAD: (CLOSING) The impact of music on Brain 

Health and Wellness: Performances/ Live music bands by top 

musical and up and coming artist. 

 

THE BRAIN BOUNCE: The impact of physical fitness on Brain 

Health and Wellness: guest trainers, athletes and coaches come and 

present great ways to keep your body and brain moving along with 

nutritional supplements for brain health. 

 

THE BRAIN BESTIE: The impact of friendships on Brain healing. 

Research suggests that stable, healthy friendships are crucial for our 

well-being and longevity. People who have friends and close 

confidants are more satisfied with their lives and less likely to suffer 

from depression. 

 

THE BRAIN BIRTHDAY The importance of celebrating birthdays 

and its effects on Brain health and depression. We will have a show 

dedicated to birthdays and celebrations. 

 

THE BRAIN BED The importance of sleep and its effect on our 

Brain and brain health. We will have sleep experts and have people 

come to the studio in their pajamas and talk all about sleep. 

 

THE BRAIN BILLIONAIRE The impact of money on Brain health 

and stable families. Financial experts come and discuss along with 

our Brain Gang solutions to not allowing money to negatively impact 

your Brain health. 
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THE BRAIN BELOVED The impact of self-esteem. We will have 

life coaches and self esteem coaches come on and guide us through 

ways we can help each other, specifically young girls on how to keep 

their Brain health balanced with techniques. 

 

THE BRAIN BINGO This is the wild card day…we will surprise the 

audience with Allison’s favorite Brain healing things… new gadgets, 

beauty products, home products and everything Brain healing and 

fun giveaways to the in-studio audience and at home Braingels. 

 

And many more…THE BRAIN-THEMED SEGMENTS are endless. 

 

24 episodes for a Brain health show that incorporates brain foods, music, 

comedy, celebrity guests, and a brain health specialist panel: 

 

Episode 1: "Introduction to Brain Wellness" 

Overview of the series 

Brain-boosting foods introduction 

Music therapy basics 

Stand-up comedy on the lighter side of Brain health 

Celebrity guest sharing their Brain health journey 

Episode 2: "Feeding Your Brain" 

Deep dive into brain-boosting foods 

Cooking segment with a nutritionist 

Live music performance 

Comedy sketches related to healthy eating 

Celebrity chef guest appearance 
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Episode 3: "The Rhythm of Brain Health" 

Exploration of the impact of music on Brain well-being 

Live musical guests 

Stand-up comedy on the therapeutic aspects of music 

Celebrity guest discussing their favorite Brain health playlist 

Insights from a music therapist 

Episode 4: "Laughter as Medicine" 

Comedy show with renowned comedians 

Discussion on the science of laughter and Brain health 

Celebrity guest sharing their favorite funny moments 

Panel discussion with comedians and Brain health experts 

Episode 5: "Celebrity Perspectives" 

Celebrity panel discussing their Brain health journeys 

Brain-boosting recipes from a guest chef 

Live acoustic performance 

Stand-up comedy on finding humor in tough times 

Episode 6: "Mindful Melodies" 

Exploration of mindfulness through music 

Live performance by a mindfulness musician 

Comedy sketches on mindfulness 

Celebrity guest sharing their mindfulness practices 

Insights from a mindfulness expert 

Episode 7: "Comedy for Brain Health" 

Comedy showcase focusing on Brain health topics 

Celebrity guest comedian 

Panel discussion on the therapeutic power of humor 

Interactive segment with the audience sharing funny stories 

Episode 8: "Brain Fitness Workout" 

Introduction to brain exercises and fitness 

Workout routines designed for Brain well-being 

Musical guest with high-energy beats 

Stand-up comedy on the lighter side of fitness 

Celebrity fitness coach guest appearance 
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Episode 9: "Celebrity Check-In" 

Celebrity guest discussing their Brain health routine 

Brain-boosting cooking segment with a nutritionist 

Live music performance with a celebrity musician 

Panel discussion on balancing fame and Brain wellness 

Episode 10: "The Science Behind Laughter" 

Panel discussion with neuroscientists on the brain and laughter 

Stand-up comedy exploring the neuroscience of humor 

Live performance by a neuroscientist-musician 

Celebrity guest sharing their experience with laughter therapy 

Episode 11: "Mindful Munchies" 

Cooking segment with brain-boosting snacks 

Discussion on mindful eating and its impact on Brain health 

Live music performance with a mindful theme 

Stand-up comedy on the mindful approach to life 

Celebrity nutritionist guest appearance 

Episode 12: "Grand Finale Celebration" 

Recap of the series 

Highlights of favorite moments and guests 

Live musical and comedy performances 

Celebrity guests sharing their key takeaways 

Special surprise announcements and giveaways 

Each episode is designed to be a holistic and engaging exploration of Brain health, 

incorporating expert insights, entertainment, and personal stories to foster a 

positive and supportive community. 

Episode 13: "Express Yourself" 

Art therapy segment 

Celebrity guest discussing the role of creativity in Brain well-being 

Live painting performance 

Stand-up comedy on expressing emotions through art 
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Episode 14: "Mindful Movement" 

Live musical performance with calming tunes 

Comedy sketches incorporating mindful movement 

Celebrity dance instructor guest appearance 

Episode 15: "Healing Harmonies" 

Exploration of the healing power of different music genres 

Live performances from various artists 

Stand-up comedy celebrating musical diversity 

Celebrity DJ sharing their favorite therapeutic playlist 

Episode 16: "Healthy Humor Habits" 

Panel discussion on incorporating humor into daily life 

Stand-up comedy on finding joy in small moments 

Celebrity guest sharing their personal humor habits 

Insights from a laughter  instructor 

Episode 17: "Mindful Moments in Nature" 

Discussion on the Brain health benefits of spending time in nature 

Outdoor segment exploring local natural spots 

Live acoustic performance in a natural setting 

Celebrity guest sharing their favorite outdoor activities 

Episode 18: "Food for Thought" 

Deep dive into nutrition for brain health 

Cooking segment with a focus on mindful eating 

Musical guest with songs related to food and joy 

Stand-up comedy on the quirks of food and Brain well-being 

Episode 19: "Laughter Party" 

Full episode dedicated to laughter  

Live laughter session with the audience 

Celebrity guest sharing their laughter experience 

Comedy sketches incorporating laughter principles 

Episode 20: "Mindful Meditation Journey" 

Guided meditation session 

Live musical performance with meditative sounds 

Stand-up comedy on the humorous side of meditation 

Celebrity meditation expert guest appearance 
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Episode 21: "Celebrity Chef Showdown" 

Cooking competition with celebrity chefs focusing on brain-boosting recipes 

Musical guest providing a lively atmosphere 

Stand-up comedy on the chaos of cooking 

Celebrity judges and guests discussing the importance of a balanced diet 

Episode 22: "Dance Your Blues Away" 

Dance therapy segment 

Live dance performance with uplifting music 

Stand-up comedy incorporating dance-themed humor 

Celebrity dance instructor guest appearance 

Episode 23: "Cognitive Comedy" 

Panel discussion on the cognitive benefits of humor 

Stand-up comedy exploring the intersection of comedy and cognition 

Live musical performance with cognitive-themed lyrics 

Celebrity neuroscientist guest sharing insights 

Episode 24: "Grand Season Finale: Reflections and Revelations" 

Reflection on the entire season 

Highlights of the most impactful moments 

Live performances from favorite guests 

Celebrity reflections on their journey through the season 

Special announcements and gratitude to the audience 


